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ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW RESULTS 
IIî aiiQÎ .MOYINĜ Aŷ RAG?.MODEL 
41exandr fuchs (Instltut hygieny a epidemiologic - HPHP, 
Srobarova 48f 10042 Praha 10. Czechoslovakia).received 31.1. 
1985. 
Define a partition of real line ft (R«S.jU . . . u S n ) by an or-
dered set of thresholds -tp-j,... fPn--j^i further define n real 
functions bfe(.) constant on each of subsets S^, i » 1 , . . . f h . Thre-
shold moving average time series ixA Is defined by 
X t * Yt +Jfe,?l ^k^t-u-* Yt-k» ^ - • • • t - 1 tO f 1 f . . . * 
where u-̂ fc H and iY^\ Is the str ict white noise. 
The above model Is studied from the point of view of stationarl-
ty, invertibility and estimation of parameters. Main results fol-
low. 
Stationarity. a) Let u,«k, k«1 , . . . ,n . Then iZ^\ i s statio-
nary. 
b) Let u^-d, dcN, k«1 , . . . ,n . Then { l ^ Is stationary. 
Mean and autocovariance function are calculated for the mentio-
ned model, for n-*1 and for the Gaussian white noise, the margi-
nal density i s obtained. 
Invertibility. Let e^ be the error arisen from Granger-
Andersen's procedure of estimation of white noise. 
c) Let h«2.| p<|-0% l \ ( y ) l --T]-t yeR, k«1, . . . ,n and 
2-"Tir<1« Then lira BleJ| « 0. 
d) Let lb k (y) \ & T k t y t R , k « 1 f . . . f n a n d Z f k < 1 , Then 
there e x i s t s a real c such that 11m sup E l e . \ < c . 
-t-t-co * 
Estimation. For regular systems of densities, maximum li-
kelihood estimators give consistent and asymptotically normal 
estimates of parameters. 
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